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Editor’s Notes
Welcome to our fourth issue of 2022, the
ICTA newsletter, ”FARES” as we celebrate
the 100th anniversary of the founding of
Checker Motors.
Free of charge, feel free to print this
Newsletter and place in your own binder.
Please feel free to forward to all your
Checker friends and share the fun.
A big thank you goes out to Emerson and
Rachel Zentz for hosting one of the best
Checker Cab shows organized in the last ten
years!
A big turn out of fans an cars, the entire
show is covered in this edition of FARES.
Also in this edition we present a great
taxicab history blog on the evolution of the
Towne Car Taxicab. The article covers

Checker as well as other taxicab
producers, Yellow, and Moller.
You’ll also find a great article on a
newly discovered Checker police car.
Additionally, we’ll present some
recently discovered in-service photos
of the same squad from back in the
day.
We also will present an update on the
entire 75 car Checker inventory of the
late Joe Pollard and Dan Smith. At this
time most of the fleet and parts have
been disposed, we hope to learn more
in the not to distant future.
As usual, we present the most up to
date list of Classified Checker Cab.

Please enjoy issue: volume 8 issue 4

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1950 & 1957 Checkers
Cover Photo: The 100th

Anniversary Show, LaCrosse, WI.2

The 100th Anniversary of Checker Cab Event!
A big thank you goes out to Emerson and Rachel Zentz as well as all of
the other staff and officers of the Midwest Bus Museum for putting
together a wonderful 100th Anniversary celebration of the Checker
Motors Corporation. Production of twenty-six 1922 Checker Cab
Model C began in May of 1922 in Jolliet, Illinois. It was great that ICTA
members could celebrate on the Memorial Day weekend of 2022, we
wanted to be true to the May 1922 date.

fans would participate in various ways over the three
day, memorial day weekend. ICTA members from The
Netherland, France, Australia and from both coasts of
the US made the trek to Wisconsin. A contingent from
the “Bus Boys” team and several automotive journalists
also made it to the show. This really turned out to be a
World Class event!

This was the biggest Checker event that ICTA members have
participated in, in over ten years. About one hundred Checker

The event started with a short Friday night cruise-in and
dinner at Features restaurant, in Holmen,
Wisconsin. About twenty-five Checker fans met up for
an informal and entertaining evening of Checker talk
and banter. About thirteen miles from LaCrosse, the
weather was perfect, sunny and a cool 65 degrees,
perfect for an evening drive in a Checker.
The main event took place on Saturday May 28th at the
Midwest Bus Museum scheduled for 9 am. At 8:30 am,
10 Checkers were already parked and ready for the
show! During the course of the day, Checker fans had a
chance to engage in many activities.
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A fantastic breakfast and lunch was prepared by the great
people of the Midwest Bus Museum. Traditional Midwest
games were set up: bags and horse shoes. It was wonderful
to see entire families participate with kids in tow. Show
participants ranged from babies to octogenarians.

Many show participants were Facebook friends, who had met up
originally on the ICTA Facebook, for some, it would be a chance to
actually meet friends, despite the fact that most of the friendships
had developed over the last ten to twenty years via Facebook. This
writer had personally known automotive taxicab author Chris Monier
from France for close to twenty years, but we never have had the
chance to meet in person until the 100th anniversary event!
A fantastic breakfast and lunch was prepared by the great people of

Not only did the show feature Checkers, but it also featured
other public service vehicles. In the late afternoon, Emerson
Zentz provided a tour of the museum and some of its
featured vehicles. In total about 30 vehicles were on display,
this included Buses, trucks, military, taxi and police vehicles.
After the show, a cruise was organized and ten Checker
drove over to Grandad Bluff. Grandad Bluff is on the east
side of LaCrosse. Wisconsin. It is approximately 590 feet
above the surrounding land and 1,183 feet above sea level.
Bliss Road provides access to the bluff. All the Checkers
beyond the Checker A4 had no problem reaching.

the peak. The Checker A4 on the other hand was a
challenge. The old 1950 NYC taxi made it to the top, but at
certain times the incline was so steep, the old girl could only
travel at 10 mph in first gear. A big thank you to Jeff
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Detweiler for staying behind with his emergency flashers
serving as a warning to passing motorists. Coming down was
equally hard in the A4. The brakes could hardly take it, it
made for a fun but nerve-wracking drive back to the hotel. At
the bottom of the hill a passing train held up traffic, the smell
of burning brakes pads on the Checker A4, was a smell this
writer will never forget!
The day was capped of with dinner at The Freight House.
About 40 Checker fans took up three big tables on the second

floor. This writer can attest to the fantastic steaks, particularly the
Prime Rib! The restaurant opened in October 1978 and has
received the Heritage Award by the La Crosse Historical
Preservation Society and is a National Historic Site.
In the late 1870’s, the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad
purchased three railways: the Southern Minnesota, the Chicago,
Clinton, Dubuque and Minnesota; and the Wisconsin Valley. Three
to four hundred cars were handled daily by the Milwaukee Road in
La Crosse alone. Because of this merging of lines, there was
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need to consolidate the offices for convenience and
economy. The railroad also needed more
warehouse space and decided to build a new freight
house which was to become one of the largest in
the state. The Freight House was built in 1880 and
contained the freight offices of the Milwaukee Road
and handled all incoming freight. Freight services
were halted in 1955. After this, the building was used
by private businesses until April 1978, when
renovation began to preserve on of the few
remaining 19th Century railroad depots.

Ben Merkel, Joe Fay & Robert Gabrick

Checker fans met up on Sunday morning for a
farewell breakfast. After breakfast we all headed
home, just in time to miss the heavy rain storms.
A number of photos are posted below, if you would
like to see more, check out the Facebook links
below.
Midwest Bus Museum | Facebook
Internet Checker Taxicab Archive | Facebook

The view at Grandad Bluff

Gathering at Features
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Al Shultz and Ross Gabrick Bags Competition

David & Connie Kniffen from Michigan
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The Towne Car Taxicab –
A Brush With Luxury
The Roaring Twenties, was a brief exciting period, it refers to
the decade of the 1920’s in big city society and western
culture. It was a period of economic prosperity with a
distinctive cultural edge in the United States, particularly in
major cities such as Chicago, New York and Los Angeles. The
decade was a period of big changes emphasizing the era’s
social, artistic and cultural dynamism. Jazz blossomed,
the flappers redefined the modern look for American women,
and Art Deco peaked. In the wake of the military mobilization
of the first world war President Warren G Harding “brought
back normalcy” to the United States. This period saw the
large-scale development and use of automobiles, telephones,
films, radio, and electrical appliances in the lives of millions in
the Western world. Among the development of new
products was a new kind of Taxicab, The Towne Car Taxicab.
Checker as well as other cab manufacturers would embrace
the Towne Car style.

1920 Packard Twin-Six Custom Town Car

1928 Checker Cab Model K
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A town car is an automobile body style characterized by four doors, an
open front compartment and having an enclosed rear seat separated
by a glass partition from the open driver’s compartment. The front
compartment designed for a chauffer typically utilized a single bucket
seat.
The towne car body style harken back to the Cabriolets popular at the
turn of the century. The style was typically designed as light 2-wheeled
one-horse carriage with a folding leather hood, a large rigid shield in
front of the seat, and upward-curving shafts. The main difference was
that the Towne Car eliminated the need for a horse and the carriage
was now powered by a engine place in front of the cowl and driver.
By 1920, The towne car had evolved into the standard limousine used
by the rich and famous. The use and ownership of a towne car was
seen as the epitome of being wealthy. Luxury car companies like
Cadillac, Packard and Duesenberg offered the rich, the most opulent
choice for a ride.

Cabriolet origins

Checker, Yellow/GM and Moller would offer towne car
taxicabs and those offering would rival true luxury
cars. Similar to the true luxury cars, like Cadillac and
Lincoln, these cabs would be coach built custom jobs.

There were major changes at Checker in 1928 with a
truly new model, the Model K. An advanced, modern
The towne car craze would impact the taxicab industry by the late
20’s. Purpose built towne car cabs would be widely seen particularly in design for its day, it was now a purposebuilt taxi with
luxurious town car styling cues. The body was
New York City and Chicago. Purpose built cab manufacturers like
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integrated in its design bumper to bumper; no longer did it
possess the Partin-Palmer front clip mated to a taxicab body
first introduced in 1918 on the Commonwealth Mogul Taxi.
The Model K was Checkers first ground up design, introduced 6
years after the founding o Checker. Consistent with previous
Checkers, the Model K utilized a 127-inch wheelbase and the
Buda six-cylinder was now the only engine available. Upon its
introduction in October, taxicab operators fell in love with the
car and orders came piling into Kalamazoo. By month’s end
there were over 4,800 orders. By January 1929, 950 units had
been produced and sold. At the end of January, over 8,000
Checkers were chasing fares in New York City, a city with a
total population of 21,000 cabs. This made Checker one of the
two dominant taxicab builders in the US, the other being Yellow
Cab Manufacturing.

Side by Side Comparison Yellow to Cadillac

passenger section, making it look very similar to the grand town
cars that serviced the rich. After a hard day’s work in the office,
for a few bits of coin, a New York commuter could hop into a
faux luxury car on their way to the train station and ride in
The Model K was offered in two body styles, landaulet
and limousine on a 117- or 127-inch wheelbase, although the 117- splendor! Passengers loved them and so did the taxi operators.
inch wheelbase was deleted in 1929. The landaulet taxi
According to the Checker Model K brochure the Checker
separated the driver’s compartment from an enclosed rear
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possessed “snappy private car appearance, the
suggestion of limitless power, speed and reliability;
the master craftsmanship embodied in every detail
and appointment; the bright chromium trim that
will not tarnish; the inviting passenger
compartment beautifully upholstered in leather
provides luxurious comfort – never before was
there a cab like this.
1929 was the last year that Yellow operated under
the name Yellow, the name would change to
General due to the General Motors acquisition of
Yellow Cab Manufacturing several years earlier.
For the 1929 Yellow Cab offerings, a true towne car
taxicab was available to taxicab operators Yellow
offered up the Model O-10. Extremely opulent in
appearance the Model O-10 was available with wire
wheel and side mounted fender spare tires.
From the GM photographic files several photos can
be found for comparison purposes of the Yellow
Cab parked in a design studio next to a new
Cadillac. It was quite clear that Yellow was going big
in the towne car taxicab market.

1929 Yellow Model O-10

The third largest purpose built taxicab manufacturer was the M.P.
Moller company based out of Hagerstown, Maryland. Unlike Checker
and Yellow, which sold taxicabs under one name brand, Moller
offered branded solutions for a variety of northeast taxicab operators
in a number of cities: Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston and
Washington DC. Brands included Aster, Luxor, Paramount and Five
Boro, all named for the purchasing taxicab operators. Regardless13of

are unlike perhaps any other individuals in the nation. They like to
ride in the very newest in taxicabs and statistics have revealed in
the past that receipts of new cabs average $5 greater daily over
cabs of older designs.”
Clearly Moller designs were developed as an answer to the unique
New York and Northeast taxicab market.

the name or badging, all Moller taxicabs were identical, save for
small variations in trim and equipment.
Like Checker and Yellow, Moller would produce towne car
taxicabs. In a 1934 Hagerstown Daily Mail article would
characterize the latest Taxicab offering, the market and its
customers as follow “The new taxicab, which will be unlike any
cab developed to date, has been designed and completed at the
local plant and is in a room under lock and key. taxicab designs
are so quickly copied that the secrets of the new cab has been
closely guarded. New Yorkers

Perhaps the most unique Town Car offerings was the Moller
produced Paramount, a true Towne Car it was offered from 1927
thru 1931, the Paramount personified faux opulence. Perhaps the
most unique features were the fake exhaust pipes placed all over
the body of the taxicab. The pipes were sourced from Moller’s
other business, the Moller Organ Company which operated from
1854 through 1937.
The Towne Car craze ended in the mid 1930’s. During the
depression period, the roaring twenties flamboyance ended
quickly as consumers focused on pinching pennies. Being seen as
being rich and grandiose was no longer in vogue and the taxicab
manufacturers recognized the change in the market.
Checker would offer the Model K, along side the Model M thru
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1931. The 1933 Checker Model T did offer towne car appearance, but
the driver’s compartment was closed. The Model Y introduced in
1935 would further move toward more austere appearance.
Yellow was fully integrated into General Motor’s GMC truck and bus
division in the early thirties. With that action completed, the Yellow
changed to be brand named as the General. Early models were
largely modified Pontiacs and Buicks. By the end of the decade, the
General was an enlarged Chevrolet. No longer compared to
Cadillacs, General stopped production in 1939.
1931. The 1933 Checker Model T did offer towne car appearance, but
the driver’s compartment was closed. The Model Y introduced in
1935 would further move toward more austere appearance.
Yellow was fully integrated into General Motor’s GMC truck and bus
division in the early thirties. With that action completed, the Yellow
changed to be brand named as the General. Early models were
largely modified Pontiacs and Buicks. By the end of the decade, the
General was an enlarged Chevrolet. No longer compared to
Cadillacs, General stopped production in 1939.
In the end World War II would stop US automobile production for
several years. In 1954, New York city would enact city ordinances to

allow standard automobiles to serve as licensed
taxicab. This ordinance would essentially wipe out
all purpose -built cabs other than Checker. By the
1960’s the taxicab business was now a commodity
business with no roots to luxury towne cars. It was
truly and end of an era.
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Another Checker Squad Car Found!
Real Checker cabs have been pretty
scarce lately, particularly authentic A11
taxicabs. Most of the Checkers you
see out on the collector car market
today are predominantly Checker
Marathons painted like NYC
taxicabs. Given authentic Checker
Cabs are scarce, there are other
Checker that are even rarer. Perhaps
the rarest of Checkers are Checker
police cars!
Up until today, this writer was only
aware of one surviving Checker squad
car, a former Monroe County squad
from Florida. Today, ICTA Member
Ryan Rad has discovered another
surviving squad! Here’s his story
posted on Facebook.
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“Some pics in the daylight of the police car I picked
up last night. If anyone could help me find pictures
of when it was in service that would be awesome.
It’s from Newport New Hampshire. I started out
trying to get a parts car for the windshield to use
in my other car. But this car is way too cool to take
apart. Now I need a back glass for this one AND
still need a windshield for the other lol. The police
car has awesome patina. The frame is good I just
went over it w a flashlight, the floors and rockers
are shot but the rest is pretty good!”
If you have any imformation please contact the
ICTA via the comments section of the blog. Ryan
really needs help finding photos of this car when
it was in service for a proper restoration. Within
Cop Car collecters circles authenticity is desired,
old photos can help identify original graphics,
emergency lighting and paint schemes. All help
will be greatly appreciated.

Thanks to the good people of Newport, New Hampshire, some photos of the in service car have been provided.
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Remaining Joe Pollard/Dan Smith Checker Fleet Heading to Wisconsin
Just a quick update on the Joe Pollard/Dan Smith fleet
of Checkers. Since the passing of both Joe and Dan,
many have wondered what has happened to the fleet
of cars. Here’s a quick update.
Post Joe’s passing. Dan Smith spent a significant
amount of funds transferring the fleet from Mojave,
California to Phoenix, Arizona. At the time the fleet
represented about 75 Checker in various states of
conditions, from show cars to parts cars.
Initially Dan sold off about ten vehicles to settle he the
estates Finances. Additionally Dan, scrapped about 15
Checkers that were essentially down to barebones, very
damage and unusable. Down to about 50 cars Dan then
started the transition to Arizona. In addition to vehicles,
Dan also moved about 10 to 15 containers full of Checker
parts to Arizona along with the Checkers.
Once in Arizona, Dan started to further sell of the fleet and
scrap additional parts, bringing the fleet down to about 35
cars. Several vehicles were sold on Ebay, but many were
also purchased in private sales with ICTA members.
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The photos in this blog represent a transfer of about 15
to 20 Checkers moving up north to Wisconsin to
several private collectors. A big thank you goes out to
the nameless ICTA members who assisted the Smith
family for supporting a significant effort in moving and
selling off the fleet.
Editor Note: The ICTA is not disclosing the names of
the various buyers, for privacy purposes.

The move from the Mojave Dessert to Arizona 2020

Upon Dan’s death, all of the vehicles essentially passed to Dan’s
family. Via a network of Checker friends and family, a new
exercise to whidle down the fleet has started. The family is
keeping some of Dan’s favorites cars: his Ford CV and old blue
Checker, other cars have been sold.
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Mojave Pictures 2020
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1982 Checkered Cab - Miles 17,301 - Mostly original and period
correct. - Needs nothing and runs and drives as it should - New
carb - $35,000 or Best offer. Free local delivery. Located @ 1 bay
street. Wolfeboro, NH

(4) Marketplace - 1982 Taxi-cab Checkered | Facebook

1971 checker Aerobus 8 door This would make a really
cool build Has some cancer and needs total restore Clear
title
link to Facebook
Marketplace – 1971 Checker Aerobus | Facebook
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Rare checker limo 1 of 54 made how many left ? Pristine
condition call Matt
(4) Marketplace - 1976 Checker A12E | Facebook

Old car was taxi back in the day
(5) Marketplace - 1940 Checker Checker motor |
Facebook
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1969 Checker Marathon Cab. Runs, drives and for
more info call 509. 551 5061

1965 Checker Marathon wagon. Rare car. Began its life as
a cab on the west coast. Power train is GM 230 straight 6
and a 3 speed on the column. Runs and drives good. 3
speed needs some adjustments but drives fine. Very
minimal rust. Extremely rare find! $19,500.
Link to Facebook
Marketplace – 1965 Checker Marathon | Facebook
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End Photo
David Hacker’s Checker
A11 at the LaCrosse
Checker Cab show.

